4.0 APPRAISAL OF SPECIAL INTEREST
4.1 General Character
Despite a century or so of development along the road, and the focus given by the church
and parish rooms built in the mid 19th century, the disparate nature of Pendeen is still
apparent and one of the main features of its distinctive character.
It is a village of contrasts. The long, tightly packed rows of workers cottages can seem
out-of-place among the remnant moor lands and open fieldscape which still come right to
the pavements and the backs of the small cottages; the spacious and architecturally
ambitious building complex in Church Road stands cheek by jowl with the rough open
grazing of Trewellard Common. Much of the built form in Pendeen is actually ‘urban’ in
character, yet the place scarcely developed even into a fully-connected village.
To the casual traveller the village, strung along the main coastal road, may appear to lack
cohesion, but Pendeen hides its interest among the mining ruins and the side roads, which
are more than worthy of inspection and appreciation.
There is a shape and structure to the village – it is rather like a ladder, with the long southwest to north-east spine of the main road crossed at right angles by the cottage rows,
church Road and other paths and tracks. The road is punctuated by a series of inwardlooking clusters of buildings separated by sometimes indistinct open spaces – with long
green paths leading off at every opportunity.
The built-up streetscape jumps from side to side of the road, making it difficult to pin down
a sense of continuity, but in many ways Pendeen only incidentally addresses this main
road – many of the connections within the village, and much of the private, everyday and
intimate activity and character of Pendeen, are to be found away from the main road.

Away from the main road a series of paths and lanes contribute greatly to the special
character and appearance of the conservation area
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The open spaces between and behind the street frontages contain the community spaces
– children’s playgrounds, sports fields, graveyard, informal recreation and sitting places,
and they link together what can seem unconnected groups of buildings. The close
relationship between St John’s Terrace and the church complex is only revealed from
within these ‘back’ lands. The intrusiveness of recent development within these spaces
also becomes clear.
These more exclusive spaces, recognised only by visitors if they leave the car and walk
away from the main road, are linked by a network of tightly enclosed back lanes, green
paths and rough tracks, one of Pendeen’s most delightful features, that connect
immediately with the wider, and to the south to the wilder, countryside, giving Pendeen a
real sense of being set in its own unique landscape. Throughout all these areas, and along
many of the paths and tracks, there is a lack of clarity as to what is private and what is
public – this adds a sense of ownership and security for the local community, but can
make access to public spaces and places more difficult for the wider community.
Many of these characteristics are subtly different between the western and eastern halves
of the village – the south side of the road by Boscaswell Terrace and Calartha Terrace has
few points of direct access to the countryside by tracks and lanes, and little even of the
sense of open green space coming right up to the roadside, although the historic buildings
and townscape are just as interesting as elsewhere in Pendeen.
The network of paths and lanes allow movement and views and glimpses everywhere;
back elevations scarcely exist because of this is Pendeen – almost everywhere is open to
public view, if not from close-by in the lanes, then from Carn Eanes. Moreover, the
apparent openness, even bleakness that is seen from the main road is illusory; Pendeen
has some very good groups of trees, especially round the church and vicarage, their
impact increased by the accompanying creeper-clad walls and buildings. Of even greater
impact is the stand of trees at Pendeen’s very heart in and around Leat Road, where there
is one of the prettiest and most enchanting tree-lined walks and views in the whole area.

Pendeen has some good trees that make a substantial positive contribution to its special
character and appearance. This view of Leat Road illustrates their importance
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More than this, though, walking about Pendeen, there is the definite sense of localised
shelter – the traditional buildings are set within and rarely rising very much higher than the
old hedges and mine dumps, all heavily overgrown. Gardens are densely planted; in and
amongst these lanes and cottages there is a protected, sheltered micro-climate.
Pendeen’s private, local world is again very much in contrast with its public face along the
rather bleak main road.
As a living place, Pendeen has maintained, and in some respects increased its role as a
community focus serving a wide area. Here is the parish church, with burial ground and
village hall/theatre (but no Methodist Chapel in use - the chapels were always fewer and
smaller here than in many other old mining villages). Here also is the main local school
between St Just and St Ives, a doctor’s surgery, Women’s Institute, recycling facilities,
children’s playground, football ground, pubs, post office, the main local shop, a small
privately-run museum and other tourist-related businesses. The local community is active
in community work and regeneration – Pendeen is as vibrant as a community as it is
interesting as a place, albeit both aspects perhaps lack a visible focus at the heart of the
village.

The post office appears well established at the centre of the village (left). While the small
former chapel (right) has more recently been converted to residential/ holiday use

4.2 Surviving Historic Fabric
Pre-industrial
There are some cottages of at least 18th century date in Pendeen, particularly the Listed
nos. 1-4 Church Road, and the North Inn and adjoining cottages, which pre-date the main
industrial phase, and may have as much an origin as farm cottages as industrial ones.
Industrial
The early rows shown on the 1841 map on the north side of Boscaswell Lower Downs
survive, although there has been a loss of some cottages in the hamlet centre. Many of
the small outbuildings associated with these cottages, and standing at the time they were
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built on common lands, still survive, although some are now converted to domestic use.
With mid 19th century enclosure of the Boscaswell Lower Downs commons, most of these
cottages were given sizeable rear gardens, and small walled enclosures on the old
common lands, shown on the OS 1880 edition, and for the most part surviving, as do the
contemporary group of late 19th century houses and outbuildings around Carn Ros Farm.
The scattered smallholding and cottage pairs amongst the dumps and shaft wastes around
Jubilee Place (Trewellard) included the oldest parts of Crescent Place. These survive
together with the mid-late 19th century cottages, villas and outbuildings (especially on the
south side of the main road) which were added to the original small row.
The North Row hamlet, although much survives, has been reduced in size from its
maximum extent in the 1850's - decline is already evident on the 1880 map, there had
been more cottages to the west of the North Inn, and a smithy and other buildings on the
site of the present School building. The Church Farm complex on the south side of the
main road seems to retain only one building from this earliest phase.
The early 1850's group of Church, graveyard, Vicarage and schools, unique in the St Just
Mining Area, are all extant with their attendant walled enclosures and approach road.

The former school building (now used as a community hall) forms part of an important
group with other architecturally pleasing mid 19th century buildings on Church Road.
An extremely important group of mining remains still survives in the heart of the village in
the areas to the north and south-east of St John’s Terrace. The two rows, St John’s Terrace
and Carn View Terrace which were being built through the 1840's and 50's, survive in their
entirety, including the large front and rear garden closes and access alley which are such
an important element in the quality of Carn View Terrace in particular.
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The grassy front path (left) that separates Carn View Terrace properties from the their long
narrow garden plots (right) form important features within the conservation area.
The continued development around and along the main road to Portherras Cross led to the
loss of some small pre-1841 and mid century buildings in the area, but the rows, cottages,
chapel and houses (built almost all by 1880) survive, as do virtually all of the late 19th
/early 20th century infill buildings along the whole length of the Pendeen ribbon settlement.
More recent development has largely been on waste ground or on former common land,
and has not led by and large to the loss of earlier buildings. The main areas of more recent
development are on the fields between Carn View and St. John’s Terraces, and on the
south side of the main road, infilling between the earlier groups.

The Talventh Estate infills land between two historic terraces (seen here on the left).
Although excluded from the conservation area this estate has a detrimental impact on it,
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especially viewed from Carn Eanes.

4.3 Architecture, Geology & Building Materials
Architectural Styles
What typifies the buildings in the village is their simple geometries, four-square, hipped or
gabled, often with long sloping ‘catslide’ rear roofs; back elevations and outbuildings are
always important since so many properties have lanes or public open spaces to rear.
There is a contrast between the long, simple lines of cottages, sometimes slightly curved
to the main road, or dropping with subtly stepped gables down the gradient (St John’s
Terrace for example) with shared access and long access alleys, and the more randomlyplaced larger ‘public’ buildings, set in their own enclosed spaces, especially around Higher
Boscaswell.
There is even the historical use of flat roofing, as at Portherras Cross, reflecting a late 19th
century trend for single storey, and sometimes flat-roofed buildings associated with the
local mines; the quality, simplicity and appropriateness of the historic single storey houses
in Pendeen has not carried through in most cases to the more recent bungalows, whose
non-descript detail, overcomplicated roof shapes, bulk and siting pay little reference to the
historic character of the village. The 20th century housing estates have been even less
successful – with grey, blank walls, bland brown roofs, lacking defining details such as
chimney stacks, set in poorly (or not at all) landscaped grounds, their effect on historic
character has been damaging.

Within Pendeen there are several examples of good early 20th century single storey
buildings. The example (left) retains its original roof and chimney while the building at
Portherras Cross (right) is an unusual example of a flat roof being used with visual
success - although both suffer from poor replacement joinery.
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As regards smaller building elements, there are few dormers or bay windows, those that
do exist are on commercial buildings or the larger private houses. There are few historic
porches on the buildings – one of the best is, again, actually on one of the later and larger
houses (Benoni Villa); the quality of this wood and stained glass storm porch has
unfortunately not inspired similar quality on the modern porches that disfigure too many of
the smaller cottage rows, especially Boscaswell Terrace.

Numerous older cottages have had porch extensions added in the 20th century. These
nearly always detract from their simple form and are often of alien design or materials.
The range of building types in Pendeen is exceptional for a settlement of its size, with rows
of workers’ cottages the most typical. A curious feature of some of the rows is that they
are clearly unfinished, the western gable of the Church Road Row has quoin footings for
another cottage, as does St John’s Terrace (this northern end is possibly itself a later
addition) - neither seem to have lost buildings, so this must be evidence of a late 19th
century slow-down in projected growth.
The larger, usually free-standing middle-class houses, shops and commercial buildings
that intersperse the rows are built with some architectural pretensions and display,
although only the former Pendeen Stores in Church Road has a full set of good shop front
windows; in complete contrast is the rare, and in its own way just as important survival of
small tin shacks on the roadside which were former shops. There are also one or two
former shopfronts whose outlines can still be traced in what are now simple cottages.
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On the corner of Church Road the former Pendeen Stores fortunately retains its shopfront,
although the replacement door and joinery details detract from the character of the building
There are several good institutional buildings; indeed as a group these are outstanding in
a county-wide context, there are few similar villages in Cornwall that have anything to
compare with the church, vicarage, schools, village hall, burial ground and walls around
Church Road. The scale of the church and the vicar’s evangelical leanings probably
explains why Pendeen does not have a non-conformist chapel of any size - just the small
former Bible Christian Chapel opposite the Radjel Inn. Interestingly, the other relatively
early architectural buildings of quality in the village are the pubs (the North Inn and the
Radjel Inn).

There are two public houses trading in Pendeen. The North Inn is older and forms part of
the Square while the Radjel Inn occupies a more prominent position end on to the main
road facing on to a visually important area of open space.
Just as the tin shacks used as shops contrast with the grander commercial buildings, the
tin-clad or roofed men’s and Women’s’ institutes in Pendeen are in their own way as
interesting as the more obviously architectural stone-built structures.
In amongst these residential and institutional groups are numbers of working buildings.
These include farm buildings such as those buildings associated with Church farm and
Trehithion/Carn View (the few smallholdings or farms in the village area seem to be
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relatively late), as well as former smithies and workshops, or full-scale industrial buildings,
of which there are perhaps many more than is commonly thought in Pendeen. This
includes not only the old engine houses at Higher Boscaswell, the former dressing floors
along Leat Road or the very visible chimneys on the edges of the village, but the converted
count houses and the former industrial buildings, now cottages, in Leat Road.
Geology & Building Materials
Pendeen is almost without exception a stone-built, which is to say, granite, village; the
local geology along the coastal strip is actually rather more complicated than this – there is
killas, the very variable slatey shale stone found all over Cornwall, as well as other igneous
rocks (like granite), including hornfels and greenstone. A detailed examination of the
stones used in Pendeen could be a fascinating educational exercise, and might show
much here is not actually true granite.
Alongside the granite, the universal roofing material was Cornish slate, typically of small
scantling (small-sizes), and wet-laid and often washed in a lime/cement slurry to improve
weathering. Remarkably, much survives in this exposed part of Cornwall – not only on the
main roofs, but on the many small outbuildings, which have such an important impact on
the street scene, especially from the public areas off the main road. Sitting on the many
shallow pitched roofs, the slate gives essential texture and colour and is an integral part of
character. Modern roofing materials do not compare with the qualities of Cornish slates,
and even alternative natural slates can inappropriately stand out. Contrast in colour,
texture and detailing between traditional and replacement slates
Cornish slate is especially striking seen against the old, often soot-blacked, stone stacks
or bright red brick stacks. It is not uncommon to see clay ridge tiles and decorative finials
added as a flourish to otherwise quite simple buildings. The use of traditional roof
materials is especially important given that the roofscape plays such an important part in
the character of Pendeen, as seen from Carn Eanes.
The granite itself is used in a variety of ways – much of it relating to the date of the
buildings as well as their relative social status. Obviously higher status buildings such as
the Church, the Vicarage, even the public houses (the North Inn), show carefully selected,
sized, cut, shaped and coursed blocks enhancing the architectural qualities of the building.
Perhaps surprisingly, some of the earlier surviving cottages show the same degree of care
– older cottages in St John’s and Carn View Terraces have very finely cut and coursed
stonework, often with architectural features such a shaped voussoirs (lintel stones) over
the windows and doors. This may be because much of the granite used was moorstone,
collected from the surface of the surrounding fields and moor lands, selected and shaped
to suit.
By the middle of the 19th century, the stone was likely to be quarried to meet the increased
demand for building, and used as rubble or only roughly dressed and less carefully
coursed. Only in the late 19th/early 20thcentury was there a return to cut and dressed
granite on large scale – the benefit of increased mechanisation – and the carefully dressed
or diamond-faced/rough-faced granite cut and laid to courses that is typical of this period is
one of the distinctive features of Pendeen’s later buildings.
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Surviving scantle slate roofs (left) are important reminders of the traditional roof covering in
the area although unfortunately gradually all are being lost from all but listed buildings. The
good quality cut stone on the cottages on the right was always meant to be seen.
The use of rubble in the mid-late 19th century was mirrored by an increased use of render
– typically a very special style using roughcast with fine stucco detailing to doors, windows
and architectural features that is seen occasionally in St Just, but most noticeably in
Penwith at Hayle. It is in great contrast to both the very fine architectural stucco of St just
and Penzance, and to the bland, grey, poorly detailed and poorly weathering spar chipping
and pebbledash used on most 20th century building in and around Pendeen.
There has been a tendency in recent years to remove historic render from many buildings
in the mistaken belief that all buildings in the area should have exposed stonework. This is
clearly not the case, there are mid 19th century examples of roughcast and render, late 19th
century examples of plain render; the tendency to paint stonework is to be avoided, it
damages character and, potentially, causes maintenance and structural problems, yet it
does reflect the local tradition of whitewashing or lime washing stone, which is very much
to be encouraged.
By the same token, many buildings that were never intended to be rendered or painted
have been inappropriately altered in this way. It is important that render is not used
indiscriminately and that proper research is undertaken, before starting work, to determine
whether a building should be rendered or have exposed stonework.
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Modern render, especially when combined with other harmful alterations (man made roofs,
poor joinery, satellite dishes and other alterations) not only impact on individual buildings
but on whole terraces.
The increasing use of stone facing, although welcome, has been too often poorly detailed,
not always sourced to use locally appropriate types of stone, only superficially applied, and
as often as not scarcely disguises the fact that the building is really constructed of other
materials (concrete block), and is of a non-traditional design, rarely made acceptable by
merely applying a token skin of stone.
There should not be any reason to avoid honest use of other materials in moderation and
careful architectural detailing: there are early 20th century examples of the use of concrete
block and small and very select areas of slate hanging (although the old slate hanging on
the Radjel Inn, used in the traditional way as an extra weathering material on side and rear
elevations, contrasts pointedly with the nearby 20th century slate hung terrace where an
inappropriate material is used on an inappropriate scale). There are even occasional
examples of structural brick, and of the use of corrugated iron - now itself an historic
material well over 150 years old in its use.
The dominant presence nearby, and formerly right within the village, of large iron and
timber structures from the mining past could also provide inspiration for enhancing the built
environment of the village.

4.4 Streetscape
As a rural settlement, it is perhaps not surprising that there is not much use of formal
paving and street detailing in Pendeen, and there probably never was much – even the
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architectural set-piece of Church Road, despite the formal layout and battlemented walls,
has only tarmac and grass, with some granite-cobbled drainage channels of uncertain age.
In contrast to the lack of traditional paving, Pendeen does contain interesting historic
street ‘ephemera’ – including the two surviving pumps at Boscaswell Terrace and Carn
View Terrace, both set within small walled enclosures, the hand-lettered milestone at
Portherras Cross. There are also the stone garden walls, many set with nicely detailed
curved gateway in-turns, moulded gateposts and good timber gates, while in and among
the hedges are a number of traditional granite stiles.

Features such as this milestone and pump enclosure make a valuable contribution to the
special character and appearance of Pendeen and serve as local landmarks
There are also granite kerbstones throughout the village – except where mean-looking
concrete kerbs have been used in highways works - and a few granite slabs used as
thresholds.
There there is a telling contrast outside the Boscaswell Stores between the granite here
and the concrete kerbs used to line the rural lane to Lower Boscaswell (an inappropriate
choice of detailing in this context).
Otherwise historic granite paving and granite setts are alien to the street scene in
Pendeen, and indeed, one of its most effective, charming and characteristic qualities in the
way that the walled, tightly enclosed rough surfaced lanes and green, grassy paths, run
into and through the village; the tarmac surfacing of rear lanes to the main terraces is to be
regretted, especially when alternative hard-wearing and low maintenance surfaces are
available as an alternative to blacktop tarmac.
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4.5 Spaces, Views & Vistas
Although a scatter of ribbon developments in origin which still do not hang together very
well, the edges of Pendeen are quite strongly marked by gateway buildings and groups Pendeen Villa and Trewellard Villa to the west, Gorsefield and Portherras Cross to the
east, the group around Boscaswell United Mine to the north. Modern developments have
begun to weaken this hard edge, but have not progressed so far as to seriously
compromise the overall character. Along the main B3306 road, Pendeen has some good
but scattered townscape elements. Church Road is, of course, an architectural set-piece
of great importance, but the Square also shows signs of deliberate management of the
space to create a good setting, especially in the later 19th century.
Higher Boscaswell, around Boscaswell Stores, is now, in effect, the village centre, and has
considerable qualities spatially, which need careful management. The important remaining
mining buildings of the Boscaswell United Mine are here, unfortunately now ruinous and
overgrown, but the combination of the well-treed grounds of the Old Count House, the
informal seating area of the old engine houses, with the large later 19th /early 20th century
buildings around, does allow for good views and spatial character. These generally large
buildings are particularly noticeable elements when viewed from the north, from the coastal
zone.

The Old Count House, best viewed in winter, and derelict mining remains are important
features within the Higher Boscaswell part of the Pendeen Conservation Area
While they remain very important in longer views from the high ground to the south, the
townscape value of the two great rows (St John’s Terrace and Carn View Terrace) is much
diminished by the continuing development around them, so that their relationship with
each other and the church is becoming harder to discern; they do not have, and never
really ever had much impact on the streetscene of the main village street (B3306) itself.
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4.6 Character Areas
For ease of reference, this character appraisal has divided Pendeen into 6 smaller subareas. Although these are (in some cases nominally) distinct, it should not be assumed
that they do not interrelate or, in some cases, overlap. Similarly if an individual street or
row is not given its own titled sections, this should not be construed as being of less worth.
The 6 character areas are:
¾

Crescent Place/ North Row/ The Square

¾

North Row/The Square

¾

The Church and school complex

¾

Higher Boscaswell/ St John’s Terrace

¾

Boscaswell Terrace/ Carn View Terrace

¾

Calartha Terrace/ Portherras Cross

Crescent Place / North Row / The Square
The western side of the village comprises three distinct groups with associated
outbuildings and later 19th century additions - Crescent Place, Church Road and The
Square (the latter two form what was once known as North Row). Each developed from
an old ‘town place’ predating the main industrial phases of the village and the 1830's
improvements to the main road.
The gaps in street frontage, the open fields and the children’s play area behind Crescent
Place are as important in defining the character of the streetscape here as the small
groups of buildings. The spaces give distinct identities to the separate clusters. There are
wide vistas of skies and landscape, with views of the Lower Boscaswell housing estate
across the fields and the sea beyond, and of Trewellard Common forming a backdrop to
the church.
Within this panorama, however, the dominant views are along the somewhat bleak line of
the road. Lacking a continuous sense of enclosure, the buildings here are seen as
incidents amid the all-too prominent engineering of the road. The laying out of an access
road for a long-planned development around Church Farm reinforces this intrusive sense
of over-engineered road layouts and does little to enhance historic character; the area is in
danger of becoming one indistinct extended roadside spread.
Pendeen Villa (the old post office) and Trewellard Villa form a gateway into this area, and
indeed the whole of Pendeen from the west. Placed gable end onto the road and clearly
addressing it, they are distinct in date and character from the Jubilee Place cottages to the
west and south. They are, perhaps surprisingly in this open landscape of wide fields and
moor land, set among significantly sized trees and other greenery that enhance their role
as a gateway.
The cottages at Crescent Place may have much earlier origins; in the way they address
the road and form a separate, landless, enclosure of small cottages, they are clearly seen
as part of the series of town places and cottage rows strung along the main road that form
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Pendeen.
Shown on the tithe map as one or two cottages, the easterly part of the Crescent Place
row still shows early features such as stone stacks – while the whole group is set back
from the road and partly lower than it, reflecting its early origins before the 1830's road
improvements. It forms an enclave of lush, well-enclosed gardens, some with semitropical plants.

Set back behind mature front gardens and a strong boundary wall The Crescent forms a
particularly pleasing group and marks the start of the conservation area when approaching
from the west.
On the south side of the road the sense of enclosure created by Trewellard Villa, Pendeen
Villa and Crescent Place is completed by a series of later 19th century small barns and
outbuildings and two large early 20th century houses, Two Acres and Ermelo, both of
which have good boundary walls. While there has been some loss of boundary definition
around the outbuildings there are nevertheless some good surviving walls and structures,
some of which may be industrial in origin.
The later 19th century outbuildings and industrial structures on the south side of the road
which still survive in part, had some remains of machinery fittings attached, but there has
been some recent site works and demolition of structures which may have removed some
significant information; there remains potential for historical and archaeological
investigation.
The now semi-derelict barns of Church Farm, mostly late 19th century, but incorporating at
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least one earlier barn, form a prominent group in this townscape. The setting of the farm
has already been partially compromised by the old scars of the access road, but the group
is more than worthy of retention and tender loving care. The barns form a group with 1 – 4
Church Road on the north side of the road, in effect a second ‘town place’ group of
cottages and outbuildings as at Crescent Place.
The Church Road cottages date in part from the 18th century, and are possibly the earliest
surviving group in the village; their most obvious characteristic is the way that the row sits
much lower than the surface of the present road, a sign of its relative age. The small front
gardens are marked out in stone, but to the rear the land is open and the group remains
wonderfully isolated on this side of the road, backed only by fields on three sides.
Just as with Crescent Place, this old group stands also in close relationship to Church
Farm and the mid-late 19th century cottages, larger houses and former shop on the south
side of the road. Although built on land opened up by the development of the church
complex, this latter group is quite distinct in its architecture and social functions, and is
rather an extension to the old town place on the main road. The buildings here are simple
vernacular cottages and farmhouse; the Pendeen Stores building has a typical late 19th
century rock-faced hammered granite – there is little here linking this to the architectural
splendours around the church.

The Church Road properties, seen here (left) looking from the Church Farm gateway, are
probably the oldest surviving group of properties in Pendeen, clearly pre-dating road
improvements. The new entrance to Church Farm (right) is particularly poor and fails to
respect its historic context. The farm buildings are also in a poor condition awaiting reuse.
North Row/The Square
There is another open green field between 1-4 Church Road and the modest Men’s
Institute, (founded on its current site west of The Square in 1899, rebuilt in 1931, and
again in the last few years, reflecting the continuing importance of industry here). The
space allows wide ranging views towards the sea and also. Boundary walls are all
important to the character of this area, as elsewhere in the village, defining the road and
the private houses/fields.
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The 'Centre of Pendeen' stands in a prominent location adjacent to The Square. A roof in
photovoltaic slates makes this building stand out in the streetscene, and whilst potentially a
positive use environmentally the 'slates' jarr with the traditional roof coverings in the village
The Square itself is arranged around an informal space formerly known as Town Plat that,
with the setback of the North Inn, and the lower levels than the road, suggests an earlier
agricultural yard. The inward–looking and contained nature of the area is most clearly
seen across the fields to the south and from the Lower Boscaswell Road – the buildings
stand hunched shoulder-to-shoulder as if providing shelter for each other from storms
coming off the sea.

The Square forms an important group of buildings with much urban quality
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Within this protected space on the west side is a late 19th century terrace of paired
cottages with very regular rear extensions and front gardens, which have distinctive
upright granite dividing and front walls.
Together with the symmetrical elevation of the pub, they create an appearance of
regularity unusual for this area. There is a general sense of arrival and enclosure at The
Square and, while the front car park is hard surfaced, the green wedge and soft gardens of
the cottages also make an important contribution.
This is one of the most consistent groups on Pendeen in terms of scale, detailing, use of
good quality squared and coursed granite, slate roofs. There is, though, a mix of domestic
scale and detailing with commercial buildings that makes this appear like a traditional
village green – complete with pub and post office.
Once again, the road intrudes, however, noise and poor details cutting across the space;
the wirescape is complicated and overbearing, and the fourth side of the space, to the
school, is marred by ugly wire mesh fencing and the bright yellow school hazard road
markings.
The willingness to make an architectural statement, and to set it directly in relation to the
road or an open space as here is in contrast to the surgery on the south side of the road –
an overlarge domestic bungalow-style building (looking little different from its domestic
neighbour), set back within a large garden – an alien building form in a plot oriented and
landscaped with no reference to the historic character surrounding it. This lost opportunity
to add a public/community building of distinction to the street scene is made more poignant
by its being part of the setting of the architecturally significant church/school complex.
The Church & School Complex
The buildings and walls along Church Road are among the most interesting and significant
in the village - one of the most important group of structures associated with the industrial
history of the whole St Just Mining Area that are not actually mining buildings. The church
was opened in 1852, designed by the first vicar a renowned preacher and evangelical,
Robert Aitken, and based on the ancient cathedral of Iona; it was built by the parishioners
on former moorland and from stone quarried on the top of Carn Eanes.
Aitken also had the original schools built (1853), incorporating in the north end an earlier
structure, now the village rooms and theatre, and finally the vicarage, an imposing, simple
classical house looking like something from 30 years before, all built to his own designs.
The whole group is tied together by a series of high walled enclosures with battlemented
gateways and ornamental gates - a theme repeated when the graveyard was extended.
There is a sense of scale, architectural grandeur and spaciousness contrasting with the
tightly laid out rows and gardens elsewhere in Pendeen – for all the commitment of the
parishioners to building the church and the commitment of Aitken to the parish, there was
no doubting the relative social standing of the two.
Church Road itself is like an avenue, with mown grass running up to the moor. Trees
abound here and play their part in the pretensions of this area, giving a lush and sheltered
setting to the buildings, at odds with the untamed moor land behind; yet the orientation and
surfacing of the road create both a direct and symbolic link between the church and the
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wilderness from which it was created.

A battlemented gateway to the church is a particularly impressive feature and the group of
buildings, walls and gates in their mature setting has a particularly special character

The tarmac on Church Road gives way to neatly mown grass as it passes the Church with
a footpath leading up to Carn Eanes beyond where spectacular views of not only Pendeen
but other surrounding industrial settlements and the sea beyond
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The new school, reflecting both continuing high levels of population and increasing
standards of education in the later 19th century, opened in 1916 on the site of an old smithy
and other outbuildings. It is in the well proportioned minimalist style typical of the local
Board Schools.
The impressive and unaltered façade of the school now sits behind a distinctive granite
boundary wall, as if a symbol of the grand clean lines of the new education sweeping away
the old days. The wire mesh fencing and bald tarmac playground (where everything else
around is green) are perhaps necessary, although this could be questioned, but scarcely
appropriate in visual terms or in the quality of the environment they provide for the school’s
users.

The School retains much of it early 20th century character including prominent chimney
stacks, although the wire fencing topping the original stone boundary wall maybe be
necessary but is unfortunate.
Because the school sits so far back on its site, it can be read as much part of the church
complex as the street – and indeed, the former fields taken into use as a playing field tie
school and church together. The open space forms an important setting for all the
surrounding buildings, and a green heart to the village, linking St John’s Terrace to the
church complex in a way that the main road does not.
Higher Boscaswell/St John's Terrace
Higher Boscaswell is the core of Pendeen village. Despite a superficial continuity of
building along the main road, especially from the west, it is another separate inwardlooking cluster focused on the central crossroads. The Higher Boscaswell Mine was
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located here – the engine that drove the creation of the village. Residential and
commercial development followed it in a piecemeal fashion, developing along the roads
and tracks that spread out from the core site. Built over a long period, this area has the
greatest range of building types, uses, styles and dates in Pendeen. The process of
development gives the appearance of having faltered in mid flow, so that the area has not
quite sealed the visual presence, scale and cohesion to reflect its very real character as
the hub of Pendeen.
The buildings here were built for commercial display, or as higher status residences, or
were left over from the great mining complex that dominated this central crossroads. They
were built generally some time after the development of the workers’ housing (St John’s
Terrace) when active mining had already moved away from the immediate site of the
village – all of the central area, including the car-park, the site of the Boscaswell Stores,
even St John’s Terrace itself, is former mining land.
The south side of the road, indeed the central space of the village, is dominated by the car
park, the immediate context of which is characterised by strong lines of granite Cornish
hedges and walls and just one of the many green paths that permeate the village. The
important green area of the school playing field adjacent allows views across the back of
the houses to the tree dominated gentility of the Church Road and the wildness of the tor
beyond, while to the east are the mature, heavily grown and sheltering gardens of St
John’s Terrace. Equally important is the strong line created by the backs of the properties,
which are all highly visible from the car park and playing field as well as from the wider
landscape beyond.

The vista across the playing field gives the only public view of the Vicarage accessed from
Church Road.
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Seen within this setting, recently refurbished car park is, by its very nature (a sea of tarmac
and cars) still somewhat barren and intrusive; although it is recognised as an important
and well used facility it does but one that also suffers from the clutter of recycling bins but
planting, a new bus shelter and distinct road edge has helped to better define the space.
Around the car park/road junctions are a scatter of surprisingly good quality buildings, set
at varying angles and distances from the roadside, a variety of details and geometries
which emphasise the space here as much as the linear characteristics of the roadway.
Apart from the nice whitewashed and slate roofed vernacular house and shop on the south
side of the road, all are late 19th century or early 20th century in date. An unusual group
opposite Boscaswell Stores now includes a small independent museum, and St John’s
House, a focal building in the crossroads, especially when seen from the north from
Boscaswell Road.

St John's House is constructed of rock faced granite, an early 20th century fashionable way
to finish the stone. It is an imposing building at the heart of the conservation area, although
some alterations, including its painting, signage and resizing of openings on its gable/road
end do impact on its special character.
Joining this area with The Square to the west is a row of three rendered houses - late in
date, still traditional in detail, and contrasting markedly with the formless, set-back
bungalows (including the surgery) on the south side of the road. These latter indeed
contrast most poignantly with the beautifully detailed early 20th century stone single storey
house (Lyndhurst) on the north side of the road – in its form and use of materials typical of
the Pendeen area, but sadly not much imitated in more recent developments.
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The most important survivor from this phase, however, is Boscaswell Stores, a quite grand
hipped building dated 1882, with a first floor bay and projecting ground floor shop. It is one
of the few neat, well looked after and relatively unaltered buildings of this type in Pendeen,
and occupies a crucial point at the heart of the settlement.

The Boscaswell Stores (Costcutter) stands as important later 19th century building at the
centre of the Pendeen opposite the public car park
The simple and unassuming features of the Women’s Institute, a large tin hut to the rear of
the Boscaswell Stores, are redolent of its rural location, and create a modest backdrop to
the rather grander Boscaswell Stores building.
Boscaswell United Mine
The exceptionally important group of surviving mine buildings and land associated with
Boscaswell United Mine ironically go almost unnoticed at the core of the village. Although
scattered and in separate ownership, with some of the buildings overgrown and ruinous,
they are of great significance in terms both of industrial archaeology (there are very few
mining complexes still surviving like this in the heart of the settlements they created) and in
terms of both public and private green space.
The former engine house, now partly converted to a house, but retaining some elements
as a sort of picturesque ruin, is a particularly imposing building, set right on the main road
behind a granite wall that defines this part of the village and the mine site. In front of it is a
recently improved appropriately wild and overgrown seating area – a small landscaped
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corner at the most prominent part of the roadside, in need of careful treatment to remove
unsightly signs and ephemera, to provide better access certainly, well used which does not
lose sight of its origins as rough mine ground, nor the fact that it contains and conceals
important historic and archaeological remains.

The house, 'Cartref', (top) started life as an engine house at the Boscaswell United Mines.
The ruins can be seen on the north elevation of the building. The triangular are of seating
at the road junction (lower left) hides important mining remains within its less manicured
parts
The Old Counthouse is one of the best domestic buildings in Pendeen, looking for all the
world in its wooded grounds like an old manor house and giving little indication of its
industrial past.
This is true also the small cottages along Leat Road, equally hidden by the surprisingly
dense cove of trees and hedgerows along the lane - the little single storey Atlanta and Leat
House. Both were part of the mining complex, surrounded with the remains of other
smaller industrial buildings. Beyond these is the unexpected but delightful discovery of an
open space and the village pond, which stands on the grounds of the old dressing floors to
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the mine. Here the landscape once again opens up, giving breathtaking and uninterrupted
views to the sea, while to the south the headgear of Geevor Mine is an apt reminder of the
site’s former use.
The remote 5-8 Leat Road, built in the second half of the 19th century set off the lane and
typical of other row houses in Pendeen, have long rear gardens, and were probably also
connected to the mine. An isolated group they are characterised as much by their open
setting as their built fabric.
To the east the land that once belonged to the mine remains empty, and is now important
not only historically but also as an area of green open space allowing views across the
countryside to the sea, as well as bringing that countryside right up to the village street.
The Radjel Inn, contemporary with the main period of the Boscaswell United Mine, stands
as something of an end stop to this area.

The field south of the Radjel Inn is a valuable break in development and part of the old
Boscaswell United Mines site. The impressive views, a reminder of the close proximity of
the sea.
St John’s Terrace
St John’s Terrace (originally called Boatmen’s Row) is mostly early 19th century (the
cottages at each end are later additions), and is set in a neat rectangular plot of land taken
out of the common lands, backed all along on the eastern side by the workings and dumps
of Boscaswell united Mine (only built over in the late 20th century). The back lane’s
Cornish hedge is still covered in bracken and undergrowth, giving a very rural feel, despite
the later infill beyond. The rural backdrop is emphasised by the longer view south towards
the open moor, yet at the northern end of the row, there is a close relationship to Higher
Boscaswell and the car-park; this end of the Row is most ‘urban’ in character, and helps
define the central core of the village. It looks to the west – to the church, school and shops
and gives a sense of containment and connection.
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The properties on St John's Terrace are particularly visible, having service lanes to the
front and rear. Mature front gardens are set behind strong granite boundary walls to the
front (left) while walls enclosing yards, outbuildings and linneys dominate the character of
the rear elevations.
The gentle slope of the site to the south means that the cottages are stepped slightly all
along the row, the rhythm of gables and chimney stacks thus created is one of its most
attractive features.
Having lanes to both front and rear, St John’s Terrace is highly visible on both sides. The
rear elevations of this row are very good, with an interesting sequence of linneys, short
yards and outbuildings, and with evidence of secondary frontages to some of the cottages.
The scale is intimate and the outbuildings and walls form a rough and ready line along the
lane, accentuating the close relationship between terrace and countryside. This is further
heightened by the rough texture and cut of the granite and slate.
The more northerly half of the row is a relatively uniform group of double fronted cottages.
As the row steps up-slope to the south, the cottages become single fronted, with longer
gardens and other differences. The front walls with their neat pedestrian gates complete
the terrace’s unspoilt and secluded feel.
Although infilled with bungalows, there remain one or two cottages, built in the second half
of the 19th century, scattered to the east and west of this row on the former commons and
mine waste, as well as old mine buildings (including what appears to be a counthouse or
former office of some kind). The continuation of the lanes within hedges and stone walls
past these bungalows into the wider countryside is one of the most attractive comers in
Pendeen.
This has also been one of the main areas of more recent development. While outside the
conservation area, the Talveneth estate nevertheless has a negative impact on its setting
and lacks any screening to lessen the adverse effects of its presence (seen here mainly as
blank grey walls and brown roofs).
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Boscaswell Terrace/ Carn View Terrace
The Radjel Inn/Old Chapel
Both St John’s Terrace and the Radjel Inn face markedly west – they originally focussed in
on the mine at Higher Boscaswell, and despite late 20th century infill along the main road,
there is a sense of passing into a distinctly different streetscape and character beyond the
Radjel Inn/Old Chapel group. The long cottage rows (echoed by the long line of
bungalows on the south side of the road) directly address the main road, and reflect an
increased scale of development and an eastwards shift in development activity in Pendeen
in the mid 19th century. Even Carn View Terrace, although like St John’s Terrace running at
right angles to the main road, is much longer and more generously scaled and continued
to be built long after its more westerly counterpart.
This group stands at the junction between the Higher Boscaswell area and Boscaswell
Terrace/Calartha. Despite unwelcome fenestration alterations, the Radjel Inn appears
otherwise largely unaltered and is an imposing structure due to its orientation end-on to
the road. Built in the mid-19th century it is notable for one of the few pieces of old slate
hanging in the village. Historically it stood in isolation emphasising its solidity, with grass
fields on either side, but more recently a detached house to the east has compromised its
setting.
On the south side of the road is a disparate but important group of buildings relating to the
19th century population expansion. This includes the former chapel and school (now
house), as well as the later but still impressive Bella Vista Villa with its interesting ground
floor sash windows and slightly further eastwards Benoni Villa with its glazed porch.
Between these the modern terrace pays only passing homage to local detailing and has
failed to fit into the character of this part of the conservation area. However, this terrace
shines in comparison with the damage done to the setting of the conservation area by the
Talveneth housing estate beyond in its dull roughcast render and lack of landscaping –
most destructive at the junction of the estate road with the main road - the bleakest area of
streetscape in the whole village.
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The wide sweeping entrance to the Talveneth Estate with its drab post war housing causes
considerable harm to the streetscape in this part of the conservation area
Boscaswell Terrace
Boscaswell Terrace is set back from the road, behind short enclosed front gardens, some
with good planting and the Scots pine trees to the east also provide an unexpected
backdrop in this windblown landscape.
It has suffered from window alterations and, paradoxically, from both inappropriate removal
of render and inappropriate modern rendering, as well as the addition of porches and
replacement roofing that have detracted from the character of individual cottages and the
terrace as a whole. Nevertheless, the terrace is good group of its type.
The terrace is highly visible to the rear, backing onto the fields where the back lane is in
danger of becoming a dumping ground and/or used for car parking. The roofscape is a
stunning array of chimneys and cat slide slate roofs, visible form some distance across the
fields. Although (inexplicably) outside the conservation area, the small pump that still
survives in its walled enclosure to the north-east is an integral part of the Row and echoes
the one that stands at the end of Carn View Terrace.
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Despite some unsympathetic alterations Boscaswell Terrace is a typical industrial terrace
which as a whole still makes a significant positive impact on the special character and
appearance of the conservation area.
Carn View Terrace
Carn View Terrace was called The Doctor’s Row in the 1840's - the good size of garden
plots may be linked to the name, perhaps an attempt by a local mine doctor to improve the
health of the workers. There is a general similarity between the cottages, but some of the
earlier cottages (the northern half of the row) have archaic architectural features such as
plat bands and small windows, and the sheer size and regularity of the front walled
gardens. They are gable end onto the access lane and form a strong rhythm; like St
John’s Terrace, emphasised by the stepped gables and punctuating chimney stacks
reflecting the gentle upward slope of the row southwards.
A green lane gives access over a stile to the fronts (west elevations), which have probably
never been used as the principal entrances – the unsurfaced lane lends to this sense of
seclusion and pedestrian emphasis, although recent boundary treatments at its road end
have detracted from this softness.
The large potato plots on the other side of the lane and the separated rear plots with a
variety of outbuildings are both unusual surviving features, even though the back
elevations of this row have been sadly compromised in many cases by very bad
extensions, and car parking has taken its toll on boundary walls and surfacing.
A well, with a stand pipe still surviving, is at the north end of the terrace. There is also a
group of small outbuildings that contribute scale and texture and define the edge of the
main road separating it from the Terrace they mirror the farm complex on the north side of
the road that acts as an end stop to Carn View Terrace when seen from the south, as well
a dividing the different character areas of Boscaswell Terrace and Calartha Terrace.
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Calartha Terrace / Portherras Cross
Boscaswell and Calartha Terraces are separated by the interesting and solid group of farm
buildings (Trehithion/Carn View) and outbuilding to Carn View Terrace that create here a
pinch-point. Combined with the curve of the road, this does much to mitigate the openness
of much of the streetscape, but at the same time brings into sharp perspective the lack of
quality on the south side of the road both east and west of this point. Calartha Common
remained unenclosed into the 20th century, unlike most of Boscaswell Lower Downs, so
that development could still continue in this area. It is this distinct history and the fact that
the Terrace is set in a more open streetscape (originally improved moorland, now
bungalows) that distinguishes Calartha Terrace from the superficially similar Boscaswell
terrace.
Calartha Terrace is split into two groups addressing the main road as it sweeps away
towards St Ives, and linking what was once Higher Boscaswell with Portherras Cross. Like
Boscaswell Terrace, the front gardens are well defined and there are some particularly
interesting pieces of detailing to be seen in the walls and gates.
The cottages are simple in granite with some rendering, and these cottages have suffered
from some of the same alterations as other in Pendeen. The rears are just as visible,
clearly seen from Borlase Playing Field, itself an important piece of community green
space taken from Calartha Common. Rear walls and outbuildings form part of the
enclosed character, with extended gardens, many now with garages, although there are
also enclosed parking areas on the far side of the rear lane.

Calartha Terrace is another pleasing terrace within the conservation area (left). Its rear
service lane (right) is more informal than others in Pendeen and separates the dwellings
and their grounds from Borlase Park.
Beyond this lane is yet another of the secluded, but well used, village facilities, Borlase
park, the football ground. The rough tracks an d back lanes, and the country roads leading
off through Calartha Common to the sea are typical of the relationship most of Pendeen
has Indeed, there is virtually no access to rear lands or the countryside along the whole
stretch of road from St John’s terrace to Portherras cross – exactly the same area that has
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seen the most 20th century development (with the least reference to historic quality of
character, and with the baldest and most exposed setting) in the village.
Beyond Calartha Terrace there is a small concentration of cottage rows around Portherras
Cross at the eastern limit of the common lands of Calartha Common where there was a
settlement from at least the early 19th century and working buildings, including a smithy, of
which nothing survives. Most of the buildings here now date from the late 19th century,
with well grouped walled gardens and outbuildings, relating to the main road. There are
also short rows in threes or fours, placed seemingly randomly on waste ground, possibly
their position determined by old waste dumps.
This includes Portherras Terrace overlooking Bojewyan Stennack –almost hidden by the
densely overgrown hedges along the lanes leading down to the Stennack, and separated
from the rest of Portherras Cross by yet another small, undistinguished mid 20th century
housing development. This has been one of the main areas of more recent development,
infilling between earlier groups, particularly on the south side of the road where here is a
series of unremarkable bungalows. The modern estate not only is of poor design quality,
but also lacks any sense of enclosure or landscaping to Boscaswell Downs Road, and
therefore detracts significantly form the character of this part of the conservation area, and
creates an uninspiring entrance to the village and conservation area at this point.

From Portherras Terrace there are good views towards terraces in Bojewyan Stennack
(above), designated a separate conservation area.
Also around Portherras Cross there are some houses and bungalows with interesting
details, some rendered, some of stonework, all of which have good traditional outbuildings
and enclosing walls (this was still common grazing at the time of building). Gorsefield is a
particularly good, rendered, early 20th century house on the north side of the road to
Bojewyan that acts as an end stop to the village – and contrasts markedly in the quality of
the site and its setting with the estate on the Boscaswell Downs road. Portherras Villas
form a good group and are notable in particular for the rhythm of their boundary walls, very
similar to those in Boscaswell Terrace.
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